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Vegan Diet: Why Does it Make
People So Angry?

Vegans are a group of people who, by definition,
are vegetarians that eat only plant products and
don't use anything derived from animals, such as
leather.

So what is it about this movement that draws
such ire from people? Exploding in popularity
among all sorts of people -- from politicians to
celebrities to school children and athletes --
veganism has moved from the fringe into the
mainstream. Now, some vegans are self-
righteous, lecturing, soap-boxing, holier-than-
thou activists. Trust me, I have been a

committed vegan for more than 25 years and there are those within the movement that
cause me to roll my eyes and pray that no one is listening.

However, most of the vegans I know are soft-spoken, loving, kind, compassionate and
committed to living a life that is kind to all beings and to the planet. It's a powerfully simple
sentiment imbued with only good intentions.

And yet, this gentle movement that promotes the consumption of a plant-based diet, living
a healthier life and leaving a lighter footprint on the planet evokes rage like I have never
seen. Just read the comments on this very website whenever an article talking about
veganism is posted. They can make your hair curl! The rage and indignation over
someone's endorsement of a plant-based diet is mind-boggling to me.

It has made me stop and think what this rage is all about. Being openly vegan all these
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years, I am often in the company of people who feel the need to justify their food choices. I
wish I had a nickel for every "I don't eat as much red meat as I used to" that I hear during
a social gathering.

As a food and health activist, I am deeply committed to healthy food choices for all people.
Wholesome foods and clean water are the birthright of all Americans ... all world citizens.
But because as a society we depend so heavily on an animal-based diet, no small number of
people are denied that very basic right. But I am not sure that the anger is about guilt or
justification.

Georges Ohsawa, a Japanese philosopher once said that when we take more than our fair
share of food, we damage all of humanity with our greed. In my view, when we choose to
eat commercially manufactured meat (yes, manufactured because there ain't anything
natural about factory farming), we contribute to world hunger. We deprive people of food
because acre after acre of land is farmed to produce animal food and animals for food.

You can say we should be eating like our Paleolithic ancestors. You can say that
commercial agriculture is also to blame for the razing of land and pollution (you would be
right, but not to the degree animal food production does). You can say that it's different for
you because you only eat meat from a small family farm and meat production is the
lifeblood of the small rural farm. Without meat, they would go under (a stretch ... there are
lots of things they can grow besides producing meat and dairy, but farmers produce what
the market demands). I don't believe that any of these things prove that we are not overly
dependent on animal products as a society.

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization, "producing animal-based food is
typically much less efficient than the harvesting of grains, vegetables, legumes, seeds and
fruit for direct human consumption." The chefs, farmers and sustainable food producers at
Sustainable Table add that most water pollution from industrial farms results from the
storage and disposal of animal waste.

Ultimately, producing meat is not so healthy for the planet. And for us? Well, not so much
either.

So is it collective guilt that makes people so mad at vegans and the idea of eating a plant-
based diet? I have seen mean-spirited comments on blogs posts supporting veganism that
range from telling the author to "man up" to vegan members of food co-ops being accused
of having "an agenda" because they do not want to sell meat. The comments range from
fear-mongering warnings about vitamin B-12 deficiency (and other nutritional deficits of a
plant-based diet) to the rationalization that "animals, including their use as food, are a
necessary component of sustainable agriculture" according to a UN report -- a quote that is
taken out of context.

The UNEP report from June 2010 calls for reduced meat consumption and a move toward
a plant-based diet to curb pollution and sustain population growth.
http://www¬.unep.fr/s¬hared/publ¬ications/p¬df/DTIx126¬2xPA-
Prior¬ityProduct¬sAndMateri¬als_Report¬.pdft

So I am back to my original question: Why do people get so mad at the idea of living a
healthy, compassionate life and not harming animals or other living things in the process of
doing so?

I know there will be comments on this piece about how unhealthy a vegan diet is for
people. There may even be links to the recent New York Times article that gorillas in
Uganda do not experience obesity or other 'lifestyle' diseases because of their high protein
diet, with an intake of protein akin to an Atkins-style diet -- 17 percent of their daily calories
to be exact.

And where does that protein com from? "Protein-rich leaves dominate the gorilla's diet."
Not so Atkins-like after all. You won't see gorillas chowing down on Big Macs (without the
buns, in true Atkins style). And while the typical high protein diet, like the one developed by
Dr. Atkins also supports the eating of green leafy veggies, it's hardly that diet that keeps
gorillas from the grips of obesity. It's the plants they eat.

In the end, I have come to the conclusion that the derision and ire evoked by articles about
veganism is simply a reaction to expressing an opinion that differs from the mainstream. I
believe these reactions will continue to proliferate as long as we keep being told that meat is
a necessary component of human health.

You don't hear health experts advising the country to eat more meat. On the contrary, most
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I'm Mad As Hell, and I'm
Not Going to Eat it
Anymore: Taking Control
of Your Health and Your
Life--One Vegan Recipe at
a Time
by  Christina Pirello

 

Ellen Kanner: Meatless Monday: Forks Over
Knives
Forks Over Knives makes a pretty good case
for how a plant-based diet can save your life.

But how does it play as a movie?

 

Avital Binshtock: In It for the Long Run:
Vegan Ultramarathoner Scott Jurek
A lot of people think ultramarathoning has
long-term damaging effects on your body.

That's where I feel like the diet has played a
huge role. As a result of it, my body is able to
withstand all the demands I put on it.

 

Kathy Freston: Vegan: Great For Kids!
So how should you react when your child
announces one day, "Mom/Dad, that's it -- no
more meat, dairy, or eggs for me!"?

 

Pooja R. Mottl: Healthy Vegan: How To Avoid
3 Common Pitfalls
Here are three common pitfalls that vegans
run into and what you need to know to correct

them, so if you do choose this lifestyle, you'll
be making an informed and healthy choice.

 

evidence suggests that the more plant food we eat, the greater the chance we have of living
free of the "lifestyle diseases" that plague our culture today. Unfortunately, this message is
often drowned out by an unproductive -- and irrationally angry -- dialogue.
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wildisthewind 11
92 Fans

It couldn't possibly be that omnivores don't like being referred to as immoral, earth-
hating, blood-thirsty murderers, akin to slave owners, as illustrated over and over again
by many of the vegan comments on this article.. Nah, couldn't possibly be that. Nobody
could possibly be offended by those things.

And it couldn't possibly be the many vegans who insist that everybody else must eat the
same diet as them or they are immoral and uncivilized, as repeatedly illustrated by many
of the vegan comments on this very article. Nah, why would anybody be offended by
that.

Gee, since people love being callled murderous, anti-environmental, unevolved, and
immoral, I guess Christina Pirello must have been right when she concluded, "In the end, I
have come to the conclusion that the derision and ire evoked by articles about veganism
is simply a reaction to expressing an opinion that differs from the mainstream."

Yeah, that must be it. Makes so much more sense than people being offended by being
called murderous, immoral, anti-environmentalists, which of course, no one would ever be
offended by.
20 JUN 2011 12:09 AM
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honeybear64 8
146 Fans

If there's anything more annoying than the in-your-face vegans, it's the artificially
polite ones. You know, the disingenuous types who pop off such "polite" non-
sequiturs as, "In my opinion, meat is murder, but I'm certainly not calling you a
murderer for eating meat".

I mean, what? Is there some sort of advantage in being only *passively*-
aggressively mentally unstable? Just say what you mean, for goodness sake! At
least with an in-your-face vegan, you can be rude right back and just dig in to your
chicken salad.

"Polite veganism" is really a deflective tactic for having your cake and eating it too.
"Yes, I said things which, if you actually analyzed them, constitute the most
profound condemnation of your entire moral worth as a human being, but I was
being really nice about it, so how dare you hurt my feelings by openly disagreeing
with me?"

I believe that factory farming is evil, and that anyone who willingly supports it has
got a screw loose somewhere. I don't comment on what others eat in social
situations, because I have to live and work with these people. But if someone
demands to know my opinion, I'm going to give it. I'm not going to come out with
some mealy-mouthed answer like, "factory farming is wrong for me, but it might be
right for you", or some such relativistic nonsense borne of misguidedly over-
accommodating situation ethics.
20 JUN 2011 3:47 AM
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mothergrace 6
1,765 Fans · If they knock you down, bite 'em on the ankle.

People get angry at vegans because they consistently disseminate wrong information,
always take the stance that they are making more moral choices and are therefore, by
extension, more moral people than those who eat meat, are in favor of GMO's, promote
artificial fertilizers and "pleather" from fossil fuels and because it is sometimes difficult to
swallow (pun intended) some of the objectives of certain groups within the active vegan
movement. 
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Growing grain for animals. Animals eat parts of the plant we cannot eat and turn it into
food we can eat. Soy is pressed for oil and the leftovers are fed to cattle. The soy would
still be grown no matter what. Of course, we are talking about large, commercial
operations where cattle is not grass finished but still, the basic info is wrong.

If we did not have meat on any of our plates, that spot would have to be filled somehow,
meaning plants, meaning more planting so I hardly think we are going to save any land
going vegan. In fact, I would be willing to bet my organically, humane raised hamburger
that if someone did a study on what we would need in acreage to feed everyone with
plants we would destroy every ecosystem on earth.

To go on with raising food animals, rice is one of the biggest greenhouse gas contributors
but that is NEVER brought into the equation. 

Word limits hold me back, but you get the idea.
17 JUN 2011 1:19 PM
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Pachanoi 1
13 Fans

Let me get this straight: you don't accept the basic premise that we can produce
more food by growing plants than animals on the same patch of land? It's ok, we all
embarrass ourselves online now and again.
17 JUN 2011 2:05 PM
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sarahk8180
0 Fans

As with any other opinion-based issue, when people are challenged to examine what they
believe, they become defensive. Politics, lifestyle, religion, food, etc... They feel threatened
when they have to ask WHY they believe what they believe. There are those who view
new information with a suspicious eye because they may come to discover what they
believe is not based on their true beliefs but what others have indoctrinated them to
think. Imagine finding out everything you have been taught is false. Questioning beliefs
not only involves questioning what you believe but where you got it from and why you
hold onto it. 

Perhaps veganism challenges those who have been raised to eat meat and other
products of the like because they are scared to open their minds to other possibilities.
Change is scary and information demands, at the very least, a review of what you already
"know."
18 JUN 2011 11:50 AM
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jumbotron16 6
497 Fans · a slight improvement over jumbotron15

This is not at all why veganism annoys me. For me it's about veganism's inherent
lack of logic and its puritanical quality. Why deprive yourself of everything life has to
offer in the name of a flawed belief system? I just don't get it.
18 JUN 2011 12:36 PM
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tehixe 7
554 Fans · Anything can change the nature of a man.

You know, it occurs that most of this article is about the evils of industrial farming. That
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counsels not for veganism, but rather for eating less meat and treating the animals better.
Most people would probably be OK with eating less meat, without all the added hormones
and whatnot. But there's a logical gap between rejecting industrial farming and foregoing
meat entirely.
19 JUN 2011 3:55 AM
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elcerritan 5
SUPER USER · 300 Fans · My bio is not micro

This is apparently hard for a lot of people to grasp, based on many of the
comments here.
19 JUN 2011 4:13 AM
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Natalie Z. (Natalie_Zaracko) 6
37 Fans

Being vegan is awesome, I've never felt so fantastic! If only more people knew how much
more energy you have and how much weight you lose when you aren't clogging your
body with animal fat they wouldn't get angry.
17 JUN 2011 2:16 AM
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wildisthewind 2
92 Fans

If it works for you, more power to you, but like many people, being on a vegan diet
made me feel like crap. Words cannot fully describe how extremely much better I
feel with some meat in my diet. And by the way, animal fat does not clog your
body. In fact, a comprehensive meta-analysis of many studies on the issue,
spanning 347,747 test subjects, found that saturated fat is not related to
cardiovascular disease in any way whatsoever.
17 JUN 2011 9:16 AM
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Exposingthelies 2
3 Fans

Oh the tragedy of a herbivorous primate that acts like a carrion eater whilst fantasizing
that it is a carnivore. I think the first fact to straighten out here is that we are by nature
herbivorous primates. Take a look at your body We're not natural carnivores or
omnivores, evidence; we don't have a fixed jaw, our jaw goes side to side like it does on
all herbivores, our saliva has carbohydrate digesting enzymes (no carnivore has this), our
stomach acid is� ph 4-5, we have no claws, our teeth are blunt, we chew food and we
have a long small intestine so the fact is we are herbivorous primates.
How we came to eat animal flesh is a whole different debate but why we eat it now is
simply because of marketing and the fact that someone is profiting from it. We know its
not healthy so theres no good reason to do it, it’s the biggest swindle of our times and at
the detriment of our planet and our health. Those who are arguing for their ‘right’ to eat
meat is it really your own sentiment? Or that programmed into you by the guys who sell
it to you…?
16 JUN 2011 11:39 PM
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Kalama_Halamezad 8
6 Fans
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Prime example of why people are aggravated with vegetarians right here.

First there's the overly dramatic kick-off that seems like it should be performed by
William Shatner or Sir John Lithgow on the Colbert Report ("Oh, the tragedy of a
herbivorous primate...who acts.........like a carrion eater")

Then comes the "Look, I'm an expert on human physiology because I read the
PETA fact sheet--and you're all a bunch of deluded dummies!" information dump
that includes the use of carnivore physiology as evidence we're not omnivores, and
as usual adheres to the notion that you have to have certain characteristics to be a
"true" omnivore.

And finally, the condescending finisher where omnivores are declared brainwashed
sheep who eat meat because commercials say it's tasty, and that people who eat it
are clearly stupid since there's absolutely no doubt that meat is bad for them and
the planet (despite their being plenty of contradicting information in reputable non-
activist sites).

I mean, it just fosters brotherly love, mutual respect, and non-hostile interactions,
doesn't it?
17 JUN 2011 12:35 AM
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wildisthewind 6
92 Fans

Below, Jude Arsenault said: 

"vegans are angry about animals being exploited,abused and slaughtered.if meat eaters
are less upset it only makes semse.they are cold blooded murderers."

That's just one of many such comments by many of the vegan posters here. And
Christina Pirello seriously had to write a piece wondering why omnivores might be insulted
and angered by vegan rhetoric? Absolutely-mind-boggling case of denial.

Sorry Christina, but when it comes to anger, there is no omnivore equivalent of the ALF.
And the few bad apples argument is nonsense. The largest vegan/vegetarian organization
on the planet has funneled huge sums of money to the ALF, and has openly stated that
they will help pay the legal fees of anyone charged with committing terrorist acts for the
ALF.
17 JUN 2011 3:23 PM
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fedupinMA 2
2 Fans

I invite you to watch "Farm to Fridge" ~ it's just an 11 minute film on the way we
raise animals in the United States. It also explains why I am a vegan. If you condone
these practices than by all means continue to support the industry. But if you are
appalled by the "modern" farming methods depicted in the film, I urge you to
rethink your decision to eat animals.
17 JUN 2011 8:19 PM
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KaitV 2
21 Fans

Ya know, none of us here are scientists. We are just regular people, doing what feels right
in our bodies, hearts, and souls. Not eating animals or their juices makes me happy,
because that means I'm not contributing to suffering and exploitation that is very
avoidable. I can't control bugs being stepped on, or my tires being made with animal
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products, our whole society now runs on using animals and their bodies. But, what I can
practically avoid? Darn right I'll do it. And I feel good about that. I don't pet dogs and eat
pigs. I don't say "I love animals!" and get angry at animal abuse, but completely ignore
the suffering of the animals a meat/dairy/veal/egg-based diet causes. Our money speaks.
What we approve of shows in what we buy. I won't buy anything tested on and made
with animal products, I won't eat animals or their periods (eggs) or dairy (because the
dairy industry equals the veal industry. Without inseminating millions of females and then
killing their babies (an unwanted by-product, which is why the veal industry was born),
humans wouldn't get all the milk they can gleefully consume. I eat amazing food, my man
went vegan and has blossomed in the kitchen. We live by our moral standards, and that
makes us happier than when we deceived ourselves to stay in our comfort zone of denial.
That's what this is all about for me.
19 JUN 2011 12:38 AM
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I am.
19 JUN 2011 3:41 AM
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Let's put aside the whole "meat is murder" crowd, since Ms. Pirello rejects that rhetoric.
Let's look instead at a sentence from this "polite" article:

"Why do people get so mad at the idea of living a healthy, compassionate life and not
harming animals or other living things in the process of doing so?"

The answer to why veganism can arouse the ire of others is contained right here in this
question! The question contains two implications:

1) Anyone (not just those who mindlessly support factory farming, but ANYONE) who is
not a vegan not only is not healthy and not compassionate, but actually gets mad at
anyone who is (which is not only untrue but downright insulting, though in, I suppose, a
"nice" way?), and

2) A vegan diet does not entail "harming animals or other living things", which just
displays complete ignorance of the realities of agriculture.

What gets my hackles up is that people are going to come across articles like this and feel
guilt-tripped into thinking that the ONLY way they can be a compassionate person is to
become a vegan, when it's simply not true.

How about a compromise? If you vegans stop pretending that there's no blood on your
hands, and admit that the "net harm" of any given diet has to do with a lot more than
whether an animal ends up on your plate, then we omnivores will stop making snarky
remarks about B12-deficiency-induced brain fog.
20 JUN 2011 9:53 PM
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I apologize if I'm about to read into the phrase in question a bit much, but it doesn't
really imply what's being argued in point #1.

See, a colleague recently made the mistake of telling some Korean post-docs
something along the lines of "You guys are smart and respect your elders", which
(despite being a positive statement) resulted in them declaring him a racist. I was
asked by a bystander if having a positive image of another race should be
considered racism, to which I basically replied, "In order for Asians in general to be
smart, some other race has to be in general less smart."
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So if one reads the aforementioned phrase from that perspective, it doesn't actually
mean that ALL diets other than vegan are unhealthy or less compassionate any
more than saying Asians are smart means ALL other races are less smart. The
statement isn't using superlatives, so all it means is that there are some diets that
are less healthy than veganism...which is technically true.

Now if she said it were the "healthiest" and "most compassionate", then #1 would
be a valid complaint.
20 JUN 2011 11:25 PM
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Why are people filled with rage against vegans? I think it is the same sentiment that
makes some people deny that global-warming could be man-made: some people find
these ideas threatening to their way of life. No one wants to believe that they are
damaging the planet or depriving others of food. And certainly no one wants someone to
take away their steak and fossil fuels. All that said, some people just hate anyone who is
different, regardless of the reason.
17 JUN 2011 1:17 PM
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But not all omnivores support the kinds of farms that damage planets or negatively
impact Third World farmers; in fact, many like-minded folks are very scrupulous in
seeking out humanely raised, pastured, sustainable meat and dairy. Yet we are
judged by the same standard as those who put money into CAFOs and Big Ag and
Big Pharma.

In point of fact, I am not "filled with rage" against vegans, but I've gotten a fair
share of nastiness simply trying to engage in civil discourse on this matter.
17 JUN 2011 1:38 PM
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